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HR Trends
FOR 2017

1

Designing
working experience
Culture + Engagement + Performance increase
employee loyalty and retention

Giving employees a new
flexible way of working

2

Flex-office, home office, nomadism:
to adapt to new habits and needs, new workspaces get
created in and around the traditional workplace

Reaching new heights with
ofﬁce management

3

Office and happiness managers make everybody’s work
smoother and more efficient

Embracing the
rise of freelancers

4

50% of the US workforce will be
freelancers in 2020

5

Creating continuous
conversation with
feedback & micro learning
Beyond 360-degree feedback, continuous feedback allows
continuous training and career development

Providing
Learning as
a Service (LaaS)

6

LaaS empowers every employee
to decide about their training
and to share their knowledge

7

Collaborating with
employees’ networks
for better sourcing

Co-optation allows pre-selection of sourced profiles
and makes recruitment more efficient through
the power of sourcing ambassadors

Fostering diverse proﬁles
in employee and
candidate journeys

8

Understanding diverse clients requires diverse employees
and candidates that see their needs answered in the recruitment
process and throughout their journey within the company

9

Making everyone a CEO
with better HR through
AI and data
Data analysis lets every employee make informed decisions
in a more autonomous and objective way

Shaping liquid platforms
and custom-made
experiences thanks to APIs

10

Coopetition and APIs create bespoke apps that fit each business’s
needs and are connected with each other to exchange information

MY COMPANY

+
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+

+

Conceiving HR platforms
as the one-stop shops for
all everyday productivity apps
Time-tracking, file-sharing, task management… Plugging
productivity apps to HR platforms makes following
associated data in a single dashboard easier.

HR PLATFORM

HR PLATFORM

Developing complementary
mobile apps &
responsive sites
The cloud creates endless on-the-go
possibilities, with mobile apps carrying
most needed features and responsive sites
allowing the full use of the service.
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